
One of the biggest barriers to including older adults in studies, is the fear of the 
added burden of screening for cognitive impairments.

The rule of thumb that dementia incidence doubles every 5 years from ages 65 to 90 
years- means that if as investigators, we exclude individuals with cognitive 
impairment, we are systematically excluding a large proportion of the population and 
potentially introducing bias in our studies. Having a clear picture of how a therapeutic 
impacts older adults requires that we include them in our studies.  
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Unfortunately, the systems we set up to protect older adults have likely resulted in 
their underrepresentation in research. 

People with a health condition under study, Alzheimer disease for example, are often 
deemed vulnerable because of the health condition– their inclusion is vitally 
important; and they stand to benefit from participation. 

Recognizing this, there are standard ethical and legal practices we can follow to 
ensure participation of a representative group of research participants. 
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The code of federal regulations mandates additional safeguards-- but should not be 
interpreted to mean exclusion
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Older adults are highly altruistic and those seeking to enroll in studies highly value 
research.

the vulnerable in the title slide was in quotes, Referring to a older adults as 
“vulnerable” can be perceived as paternalistic

cognition, like all of our abilities occurs on a continuum from very mild symptoms to 
end stages of dementia. Individuals diagnosed with cognitive impairments may be 
able to make autonomous decisions about research participation. 

balance of the relative benefits and risks of the study with the cognitive capacity of 
the participant that must be considered. 
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In an effort to mitigate risk, the informed consent process becomes incredibly 

complicated. This is sometimes at odds with the evidence for truly informed 

consent.

Innovative strategies such as interactive video based consent, knowledge checks 

and plain simple forms are best practice for informed consent but are not often 

practiced. 

These approaches improve the ability of an individual to make a meaningful 

decision about whether or not to participate in research. 
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The more clearly we provide informed consent, the more likely we are to be able to 
document the presence of these four elements. 
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A method to determine capacity to provide process should be developed for each 
study if it includes individuals who may have impairments. 
It can be tailored to the unique study and can include formal screening (eg a MOCA 
assessment) or some key questions asked by research staff that indicate potential 
limitations in capacity.  

Capacity assessment can be the completion of a standardized assessment or post 
assessment quiz that documents an individuals understanding of the research 
process, risk benefits, etc. 

Capacity should be evenly applied, should occur throughout the consent process- be 
objective, documentable, universally applied and sensitive to literacy and culture.

In some cases, where a large proportion of potential participants, studies may benefit 
form a team member with expertise in capacity, or even a consent monitor. The
assessment tends to be more formal, with the increase in risk vs relative benefit for 
participants. 
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Humans have fluctuating abilities, and it may be necessary to re-assess for decisional 
capacity.  This is possible and can be built into procedures. 
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As an example, the preliminary results from, Dorothy Edwards from University of 
Wisconsin Madison and her colleagues who are developing an econsent for 
Alzheimer disease research centers. The goal for this project is a redcap 
module that will be available soon for all of use. 

eIC, like traditional paper IC must include required elements: per the Common 
rules, IC must include a high level intro, an information narrative, and record 
the participant decision.  

Adapting to a population with potential memory challenges, the eConsent also 
includes comprehension quizzes that can be used to reinforce the concepts and 
support different learning styles to document capacity to understand. This e consent 

includes quiz question after each tile
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There are diverse way to structure an eConsent narrative. This chunks the consent 
elements in discreet packets and present them like a Table of Content. 
tiered the information, by providing additional details to those who want it. 
Each tile ends with a quiz question that reinforces the concept (formative evaluation)
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In a head to head comparison to paper consent process – among healthy controls and 
individuals with Mild cognitive impairment, 38 of 58 prefer eConsent process 
Here are the comments
Comments from older participant (purple writing)
Comments from MCI participant (purple background)

This can be conducted at home, in the office with a coordinator present and may 
mitigate some of the challenges to determining decisional capacity for smaller 
studies. 

Common theme = self-pacing is appreciated

Prefer paper:  3 Impact, 7 older adults, 8 MCI
Prefer electronic:  14 Impact, 16 Older adults,  7 MCI, 

(~ 1/3) 20 of 58 would change the order of information  (4 impact, 11 older, 5 
MCI) 
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if someone is impaired in their decision making capacity, if it is IRB approved, a proxy 
can provide consent.  

This should also include the additional step of describing the study, in simplified 
terms to the participant to obtain their assent in the process.  
Participants should assent to participation. Any verbal or non-verbal objection should 
be accepted and considered binding. 
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Legally Authorized Representatives or the those who according the rules of your state 
may provide consent for an individual with impaired decisional capacity skills.  
The use of LAR will vary state by state and each PI will need to work with their IRB to 
determine what is acceptable in the state in or country  in which they are conducting 
research. 
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Consent is always an ongoing process and if one’s decisional capacity changes, the 
process may need to be repeated.  
Having strong relationships and open communication with your research participants 
is key to successful ongoing consent. 
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